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FABRICS
Name
Ref
Width
Repeat		
Composition
						

Retail price
(ex vat)

Retail price
(inc vat)

AMELIA PRINTED SILK

2508

108cm (42½”)

100cm (39¼”)

ARGYLL CHECK

1019

136cm (53½”)

n/a

100% lambswool

£112.50

£135

BALTHAZAR

1021

136cm (53½”)

60cm (23½”)

100% cotton

£175.00

£210

BANTRY LINEN

2014

140cm (55”)

n/a

100% linen

£87.50

£105

CAPRI SILK VELVET

1016

140cm (55”)

n/a

100% silk pile

£279.17

£335

CASALEONE MOHAIR

1034

140cm (55”)

n/a

100% mohair

£325.00

£390

CATHAY PRINTED SILK

2509

90.5cm (35¾”)

83cm (32¾”)

100% silk

£166.67

£200

COMO SILK VELVET

1031

136cm (53½”)

n/a

100% silk pile

£316.67

£380

DONEGAL LINEN

1036

140cm (55”)

n/a

100% linen

£116.67

£140

ERISKAY WOOL

1070

140cm (55”)

n/a

100% wool

£106.67

£128

LAGAN SILK

3020

140cm (55”)

n/a

15% silk, 85% viscose

£65.00

£78

LAWRENCE		
3010
136cm (53½”)

69.2cm (27¼”)

34% viscose, 34% cotton, 32% silk

£220.83

£265

LEONORA DAMASK

1026

135cm (53¼”)

126cm (49½”)

75% cotton 25% silk

£137.50

£165

NOVARA LINEN

1071

139cm (54¾”)

n/a

100% linen

£158.33

£190

ORKNEY LINEN

1040

140cm (55”)

n/a

100% linen

£83.33

£100

OONA WOOL

1072

140cm (55”)

n/a

100% wool

£83.33

£100

PIEDMONT LINEN

1073

139cm (54¾”)

n/a

100% linen

£158.33

£190

TROILUS VELVET

1017

130cm (51¼”)

n/a

61% viscose 39% cotton

£133.33

£160

WICKLOW DAMASK

1027

134cm (52¾”)

99cm (39”)

47% viscose 38% cotton 15% flax

£95.83

£115

ZAFRA VELVET

1090

138cm (54½”)

n/a

100% cotton

£91.67

£110

100% silk		£166.67

£200

GENERAL INORMATION

CONDITIONS OF SALE

All widths and pattern repeats are approximate.
Minimum Order Quantities: 1m for fabrics, 3 rolls of wallpaper.
All fabric orders will be rounded up to the nearest 10cm.

The following terms and conditions apply to every offer, quotation, acceptance
and contract for the supply or sale of goods by Beaumont & Fletcher Ltd.
Acceptance of these terms and conditions is signified and implied by the
customer ordering goods. No change to these terms and conditions shall be
deemed to be part of the contract unless agreed in
writing by Beaumont & Fletcher before the order is placed.

A handling charge of 20% plus carriage costs will apply in the
following cases.
a. Cancellation after fabric has been cut.
b. Pre-arranged returns within 28 days of invoice date providing they are not
cut or damaged.
c. Where confirmation of telephone orders has not been clearly marked as such
and results in a duplicate order.
Damage or Short Delivery: Must be notified in writing to us within 14 days of
receipt of the fabric.
Colour Matching: Beaumont & Fletcher cannot guarantee exact colour
matching from samples, cuttings, pattern books etc.
If exact matching is required a cutting for approval should be requested.
Treatments: No liability will be accepted for changes in appearance,
performance, or defects in any of our fabrics, if they are treated after purchase,
by spraying or processing of any kind, including flame proofing or the
application of stain-repelling treatments.
Fabric Inspection: Fabrics should be carefully inspected prior to cutting for
colour, condition and accuracy of printing. We cannot accept liability once
fabric has been cut. Whilst every effort is made to control and inspect each
order to ensure you receive the fabric in the best possible condition, errors can
be made, damage and creasing can occur in transit and therefore it is essential
that no length is cut until you are totally satisfied in all respects. Check that the
correct fabric has been sent, and the correct face indicated.
Deliveries to Third Parties: Where deliveries are made to third parties (curtainmakers, upholsterers, decorators etc.) on the instructions of the customer it is
the responsibility of the customer to ensure that the correct fabric is received.
We advise that a sample is sent to the third party to enable verification when
the goods are received. In the case
of fabrics which are reversible, please indicate the correct face.
We can accept no claims for any make-up or installation charges or
replacement, where goods have not been verified.
FLAMCODES
B

Schedule 4 – resistant to smoldering cigarette when
tested over a standard 22kgm/m3 PU foam with 2 ½ oz.
polyester wrap.

H

Schedule 5 – part 1 – match resistant.

M

Exempt fabric (i.e. 75% in weight of cotton, viscose, modal,
flax, silk, wool) that must be used with a schedule 3 interliner.

Z

Not suitable for domestic upholstery.

Title: Title to, and ownership of the relevant goods remain the absolute and
unencumbered property of Beaumont & Fletcher Ltd, until payment in full is
received.
Delivery: It is company policy to organise prompt deliveries, but any promise
made, whilst done so in good faith, is not guaranteed
and we shall not be liable for the consequence of any delay whatsoever, and
howsoever occasioned. Intermediary agents, (e.g. shippers or packers) shall be
deemed to be the agent of the purchaser.
Liability: All goods are supplied by us on condition that our liability for any
fault or defect in the quality, condition, description or fitness for any purpose, is
limited in amount to a sum not exceeding the purchase price of the particular
goods. On no circumstances whatsoever shall the company be liable for indirect
or consequential loss or damage.
Errors and Omissions: Price lists, brochures, printed material and internet
information are all believed to be correct at the time of publication, but
no guarantee may be taken or inferred as to their absolute accuracy and
Beaumont & Fletcher Ltd accept no
liability for any errors or omissions.
Beaumont & Fletcher Ltd reserves the right to change prices and specifications
at any time.

CARRIAGE & PACKING CHARGE
UK delivery - Individual parcels up to 30 kilos
Standard delivery £27.00 inc vat (£22.50 ex vat)
Express (next day before noon) £35.00 inc vat (£29.17 ex vat)
Express plus (next day before 10am) £40.00 inc vat (£33.33 ex vat)
Saturday delivery £57.00 inc vat (£47.50 ex vat)
Scotland/Northern Ireland/Republic of Ireland/Channel Islands/Isle of
Wight/Isle of Man
Standard delivery £30.00 inc vat (£25.00 ex vat)
Wallpaper charges as above per box, of up to 15 rolls in a box
Europe delivery
Up to 20m £52 inc vat (£43.33 ex vat)
21m to 30m £81 inc vat (£67.50 ex vat)
31m to 40m £100 inc vat (£83.33 ex vat)
41m to 50m £125 inc vat (£104.16 ex vat)
Over 50m price on application.
Outside Europe
Price on application
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